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Logisys Aluminum Dual
Fan HD Cooling Pad - Silver

Special Price

$6.27 was

$8.95

Product Images

Short Description

Product Details:
Hard drive cooling is an essential part of PC performance. Hard drive is where we store our important data and programs in our PC and it reads
and writes constantly, which will generate tons of heats. With most of the hard drives running at 10,000RPM nowadays, it is critical to add direct
cooling to hard drive. The cooler will serve for the purpose as a direct cooling to your Hard Drive to make sure it stays cold. This cooler is made
out of fine aluminum alloy for excellent heat dissipation, and includes two silent and high performance 60mm fans to encourage the process. This
hard drive cooler is compatible with all 3.5" hard drives, including IDE, SATA, SCSI, and SAS drives. This cooler lowers hard disk operating
temperature to achieve maximum performance, reliability, and bearing life

Specifications:

Aluminum alloy heat sink dissipates heat most effectively

Built-in two silent and high performance 60mm fans

Easy installation

Will fit all standard 3.5" drives: IDE, SATA, SCSI, SAS

Lowers hard disk operating temperatures
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Maximum performance

Maximum reliability

Maximum bearing life

Description

Product Details:
Hard drive cooling is an essential part of PC performance. Hard drive is where we store our important data and programs in our PC and it reads
and writes constantly, which will generate tons of heats. With most of the hard drives running at 10,000RPM nowadays, it is critical to add direct
cooling to hard drive. The cooler will serve for the purpose as a direct cooling to your Hard Drive to make sure it stays cold. This cooler is made
out of fine aluminum alloy for excellent heat dissipation, and includes two silent and high performance 60mm fans to encourage the process. This
hard drive cooler is compatible with all 3.5" hard drives, including IDE, SATA, SCSI, and SAS drives. This cooler lowers hard disk operating
temperature to achieve maximum performance, reliability, and bearing life

Specifications:

Aluminum alloy heat sink dissipates heat most effectively

Built-in two silent and high performance 60mm fans

Easy installation

Will fit all standard 3.5" drives: IDE, SATA, SCSI, SAS

Lowers hard disk operating temperatures

Maximum performance

Maximum reliability

Maximum bearing life

Additional Information

Brand Logisys

SKU HC102-D

Weight 1.0000

Color Red

Heatsink Type SSD/HDD/M.2 NVME

Special Price $6.27
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